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o- Reoresentation Fy Appellant : M,/S. Madhu SiliFa Pvt.Ltd.

Complain -1*W. 
are aCompany registered under company's act and engaged in manufacturing of

chemical products-and having our subject plant situated at Plot No. 147 and 7 to L2,

vartej GIbC, Opp. 220 KV S/S, Vartej - 364000 Tal & Dist. Bhavnagar.

We are EHT Consumer with PGVCL ( City-2 ) Division Bhavnagar having
' connection No.23865 and contract demand of 6750 KVA under HTPI tarriff.

We are also receiving power from entities other than Distribution Licensee PGVCL

and defined as open access customer in line with GERC notification 3 of 20II. We

had traded powei under bilateral agreement of from energy- exchange. To Promote

- renewable 
"ttrtgy, 

*e have establishid wind power generatori'also.

On scrutinity of bills by our audit department, it is found that the demand charges

collected by the distribution licensee PGVCL is not in line with GERC open access

-lsgulation 
notified vide notification 3 of 2011. So, we had asked for the refund vide

our letter dtd. 01.10.2018 ( Enclosure - 2) for such additional payment collected by
- respondent by wrongly charging the maximum demand charges for the month as

- ,r.Lrded in piur. of maximu* dJ-uttd charges of energy supplied by PGVCL only.

No reply is received from the respondent in One year. So, we again reminded the

r.rpottdlnt vide letter dtd. 06.11.2019 ( Enclosure - 3) and as per the procedure our

reminder is considered as application to Divisional level at CGRC committee as case

No.l of 2019-20. The CGRChad issued an order dtd.l1.11.2019 ( Enclosure - 4) and

denied our plea or refund, so we decided to file an application in CGRF at

Bhavnagar.

Fact of the Maftfr:

(1) As per indian Electricity Act-2003 section 42 (2) the distribution licensee should
*aliow open access to its consumers and accordingly, gujarat Electricity Regulatory

Commission GERC had formed GERC ( Terms and Condition of Intra state Open

Access) Regulation2}ll vide Notification 3 of 2011'

(2) As per regulations 32 (3) of above mentioned notification.

In case of deviation by open access customer who is also a consumer of distribution

licensee, the differ.tt.i between the applicable scheduled open access load and actual

drawl shall be accounted block wise and shall be settled in accordance with the

following

. The energy consumption of such customer shall be recorded in 15 minutes time

block. I

aieF.
In case of actual energy drawl is more than the scheduled energy drawl but within

contracted demand, customer shall be for such over drawl at the

applicable tariff rates as determined by ime to time.
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. In case of actual energy drawl is more than the scheduled energy and drawl and

also the more then contracted demand, payment for the
capacity above the contract demand shall have to be made at the penal rate as

specified by the commission for such categories of customers in the tariff
scheduled. As per above the demand charges, if the actual energy drawl is more
than the schedqlgd energy drawl but within the contract demand, the customer has

to pay the demand charges as per applicable tariff.

In other words, the open access customer has to pay the demand charges for the*il.-und 
drawn from distribution licensee (in our case PGVCL) if the actual energy

drawl is within the contract demand.

3. In our case the respondent The Exe Eng city-2, PGVCL, Bhavnagar has directly
considered the maximum demand recorded in the meter for billing purpose without
differentiating between the actual recorded maximum demand and maximum demand
for the power supplied by PGVCL.

4. In many cases the demand supplied from the PGVCL is less than the actual
maximum demand. In all such cases the bill is submitted with actual maximum
demand as billing demand. In fact the billing demand should be maximum demand
recorded for the fower supplied .by PGVCL only. This is in violation of GERC
Regulations for open Access Notification 3 of 2011.

.-5. The order in case No.1 of 2019-20 of CGRC, PGVCL City-z Division Bhavnagar is
not in line with the regulations and should be considered null and void on following
grounds.

a. In his order CGRC, PGVCL, City-z, Bhavnagar had said that the regarding the
matter, the local office had asked for the guidance from respondent's corporate
Office and same was received by them vide letter No. PGVCL/REV|LS-19/2123
dtd. 12.02.2019. It is not mentioned by the respondent that why no reply of our
application is submitted after nearly 9 months of receiving the guidelines from the
higher authorities. At this stage you are requested to direct respondent to give us a

copy of the guidelines, so that we can study the same and submit our comments on
the same. <-
b. As per order we had asked for the refund for the period from Jan-2014 to July-2016
which is after period of 3 years, so it is not refundable. He has not mentioned the.+_
GERC
regulation, which is not allowing such refund.

c. As per order, The EE, PGVCL, City-Z had asked the guidelines from the circle
office. A copy of the said letter is required by us before final hearing of matter in

. your forum. The guideline given by circle office is not delivered to us. Please ask
respondent to submit the same to us.

d. As per order, our plea
Refund for the bills issued

is.rejected only.
in year 2014 to

'i.,

t the case is related to
confirm that
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as per the respondent company, no claim is sustainable from either
is made by either party after lapse of 2 years.

e. The CGRC, of City-2 Division authority refrain from the actual
and not give comment on the main issue whether refund should be
not as pei regulati6is, particularly Notification 3 of 2011.

6. Regarding the maffer, a letter was sent as directive to the Superintending Engineer,*C O , PGVCL, Morbi by The Addl. Chief Engineer(R&C) Corporate office, Rajkot' vide No. PGVCL/R&C /11926 dtd. 30.12.2016 explaining that as per related GERC
regulations the energy bills of open access customer should be submitted
considering the maximum demand recorded for supply made by PGVCL only. In
line with that directive, the bills are revised or issued in Morbi circle of PGVCL, by
considering PGVCL maximum demand as billing demand. Hon' CGRF is requested
to confirm the same from the Morbi circle as billing methodology and billing circulars
are supposed to be same for all distribution companies under GU\AIL in Gujarat state.

7. Regarding the stand taken by the respondent that refund application cannot be
entertained if the same is asked after 3 years from the date of billing is erroi on
face of the recorf, There is no such provision in supply code 2015 or any other
Regulations by GERC.

'-*1'5s Electricity Ombudsman of Gujaiat in his order in case No. 63 of 2018 lWS. Sky
ceramics private limited V/S Executive Engineer, PGVCL, Morbi has granted refund
from the date of release of connection in 2008.

Point No.4.8 of his order says that,

" 4.8... As per para No.4.6 records, of connections of appellant are available with
respondent since release of connection. Respondent has already installed poly phase
meter at the time of release of said connections. Therefore, concession for use of
electricity during night hours can be given to the appellant as per the tariff orders.
Respondent is directed to grant night hours rebate from the date of release of
connection to December - 2008 on the basis of consumption data of appellant as per
meter checking rfG6t and meter reading sheet as produc.h."

According to above order the refund can be granted from the date of wrong billing.

a) You are requested to direct the respondent to submit copies of all the
correspondence including guide lines issued by circle office and corporate
office in response to our application for refund of demand charges. A copy of
directive from ACE(R&C), Corporate office, PGVCL, Rajkot dtd. 30.12.2016
should also be made available to us.

Please direct respondett to file reply, before reasonable time from the

side if the same

matter of refund
granted to us or

b)
date of hearins of the mbtter in the

-9

a copy to us in advance.

9,6 V.G.L
ghavnagal
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c) All the bills where the maximum demand recorded is more than the maxi

demand for power supplied by PGVCL in a particular month should be revi

from date of granting open access to our connection in line with GERC

regulatio"t 
3d 

tariff order.

d) The difference of revised bills with respect to bill paid by us should be

refundable with interest till the same is materialized in our account.

e) Any other relief the CGRF considered in the matter should be granted.

q l[iqrdlC[.0 rErtto:- i*t.fl r?uta 0 ],
r.r uer 6{ard[ sisrr.r 'i-rezsrr d.tg ttrefigt xt.G{I. .u.trt.<ira.i-txrl, dlqr.6Stttl, Qlil%,

dl.qtqtctr qtl q?At]. I qRa d.. Lc.ol..?oto eII stalta B.

x.? +r€,? 3i3t{ si-Aua [B'u.s roo ]d]t s{I flcft$ stqpd uAe. ile$ dt?t +rru{idl eis .{qte.i

E?dt stet ged=tor,a s{I $e? si3etfll Srg$a Brtt€ z tqo ]d]ul eirrtr &.

r.s 9rre3'[ dr.x/ro/lore .[I uldl -u {tcd A,%Qil cg iier{et l$'tt-s qud uri tsSue l$'tt's

qaltu d+rqd4 rsq t1ts ur\crr qr} ui'[ sfu'l artr +{c s{r'ti .ttc[€,t,[-t qu) *iisetqrti

l,tr{e.

t.y +ret sist r t[ rrgurr'l-?oty e[ geu6-rot5 -tt +t*trtcttutt trhqt+ r'l+s.tlctqrttl urlet].

r.q lrqlla uirflu, tr"rira'{I cuds etd't q?t i- PGVCVREV/I8-L912L23

dtd.12.02.20L9 3rr'r ui.r.r ulsil+r maurrl-toty r{l geud-rors -D ttrtqcusti 1qt

q.[ e[.reul, {aA }, at6{ qrt ei.tte{l ltte} .ticle tsq ?'[$s 'tqqtqtl {e{I.

t. j t Utr.{ +1&q'[ ettqt ile cte11 {to.t Prq[ il1.

Representation -Z Dtd.l 4.02.20.

We are further to our subject application and reply of Respondent as per above

referred (2) addressed to you with a copy marked to us.

In the above referred letter, the Respondent had said that in line with guideline
provided from Corporate office Rajkot letter No. PGVCL/REVltS-1912123
dtd.I2.02.2019, the refund is asked for open access January- 2014 to July-2016 is
more than 3 years old, so time barred and cannot be processed.

A 
"9py 

of the letter is not forwarded to us. In our application to CGRF also we asked
for the copy of the above mentioned letter from corporate offi requested to
direct the respondent to hand over a copy of the letter to us. /;'i
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In the reply, it is not mentioned that under which provision of GERC regulations, the
refund is subjected to approval from corporate office. Otherwise, the respondent
should be directed to submit the internal circular of PGVCL which makes it
compulsory to submit such refund case for direction from corporate office.

Also, for sake of transparency, a copy of the proposal sent to corporate office should
be made available to the consumer. We request CFRF to direct the respondents
accordingly.

The Respondent had refrained from commenting on,

(a) Provision of regulation 32.3 of GERC Open Access Regulation 3 of 2011.

(b) GERC Regulations which bars for entertaining any application for refund asked

_after 
3 years from the date of refund. r

(c) Letter from Corporate Office, PGVCL, Rajkot No. 1 1926 dtd.30.12.2016.

(d) Ombudsman Order in Case No. 63 of 2018.

Hon. CGRF is requested to take note of above points and order suitably in line with
Regulations and related laws only.

e Reoresen?tion bv Respondent : pGVCL

2.1 lvUS. Madhu silica Pvt.Ltd is an EHT Consumer with PGVCL City-Z
Division, Bahvnagar having consumer No. 23865 and contracted
demand 8250 KVA, GIDC, Vartej, PLot No. 147, Bhavnagar.

* 2.2 An approval was accorded by our competent authority vide letter
No. PGVCL/R&C/9422 dtd.16.lI.2013 to IU/S. Madhu Silica Pvt.
Ltd. for Operationalization as an open access customer in line
with GERC Notification 3 of 2011. In this letter there is no
specific instruction about taking MD into consideration for billing
purpose. Same is attached herewith. (Annexure - I)

2.3 Detailed reply against Fact of the matter of letter from IvI/S.
Madhu Silica Pvt. Ltd. to CGRF, PGVCL, Zone Office,Bhavnagar
on dtd.21 .11.2019 is as follows.

(1) As per indian Blectricity act-2003 section 42(2) the distribution licensee should
allow open access to its consumers and accordingly, GERC has formed GERC

+ 
Regulation 2011 vide Notification No.03 of 201 I .

(2) In the GERC regulation notificaton 3 of 20lI Clause No. 32(3) there is no any
clarification regarding issuing of energy bill to the open access customer considering
the actual recorded maximum demand of maximum demand for the power
PGVCL. It clearly states abopt":ftrergy charges only.- j'i",.

r'
(3) It,is done as per the GERC regulation notification No.03 0f 2011.

., 1



(4) There is no violation of GERC regulation for open access notification No.3

- 20!1 because of reason mentioned as above Point No.2.

(5) - (a) The order of CGRF, PGVCL, City-Z Division, Bhavnagar has

been given by considering the guide lines received form

higher authorities. All the Correspondence with higher ups

are attached herewith. (An nexu re-II)

(b) As per the GERC Regulation for CGRF, notification No.02 of
201| Clause No.2.30(3), matter regarding refund is not

considered by this office as CGRC as same is for the period

from Jan-2014 to July-2016 i.e after period of about late

by 3 years ,

(c) All the correspondance with higher ups are attached herewith, as per point

No. 5(a).

(d) As mentioned above Para 5(b).

can not be granted due to there is no clarification

clause 32(3) of GERC Notification No.03 of

(6) Letter sent as directive for such matter as mentioned by lv{/S.

Madhu Silica Pvt. Ltd., by the Addl. Chief Engineer(R&C), Corporate Office, Rajkot

is not available with us.

(7) The Word "TJ&e bar" of GERC regulation notification 2 of 2011, Clause No.

2.30(3) has wrongly been interpreteted at this stage.

* (8) Undersinged has gone through the order of Hon'ble Ombudsman in Case No. 63

- of 2011. Thishatter is not similar to the case of M/S Madhu Silica Pvt. Ltd.

(g) The calculation sheet for the diference of MD charges submitted by lws. Madhu

Silica pvt. Ltd. is not correct. The exact calculation sheet as per PGVCL data is

attached herewith. (Annexu re-III)

Further, please find enclosed herewith CGRF order from the CGRF, Rajkot to IvI/S.

Ravi Technoforz pvt. Ltd. V/S PGVCL. (Annexure - IV). As per this older para

No.3.1(3) it is mentioned that, " if any difficulty arises in giving effect to any of the

provisions of these regulations, the commission may be general or special order,

direct the state Transmission Utility, State Load Dispatch Centre, Intra state licensees

and the open accesrcustomer, to take such action, as may appear to the commission to

be necesury or expedient for the purpose of removing difficulties." So, if applicant
' 
has any griivance iegarding open access bill, they should represent it to GERC. So,

- same has not been entertain by the CGRF, Rajkot.

Looking to the all above facts your good

consumer

to teject the application of

(e) Retund
given in
2011.
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* Reoresentation by Aopellant : M/S. Madhu Silica Pvt.Ltd.

Representation - 3 Dtd. 03.03.20.

We are further to our subject application and reply of respondent as per above,

referred 4. The re$ondent had sent a bunch of correspondence within the respondents

department regarding the subject. A point wise reply of the reference No.4 is narrated

beiow. We crave liave to submit further representation/documents as and when

required after submission of this reply.

1) The content is noted.

2) We repeat the section3}.3 again for understanding of tespondent.

In case of deviation by open access customer who is also a consumer of
distribution licensee, the difference between the applicable scheduled open

access load and actual drawl shall be accounted block wise and shall be settled

in accordance with the following.
The energy consumption of such customer shall be recorded in 15 minutes time

block. r-

In case of actual energy drawl is more than the scheduled energy drawl but within the

contracted demand, customer shall be liable to pay for such over drawl at the

applicable tariff rates as determined by the commission time to time.

In case of actual energy drawl is more than the scheduled energy drawl and also more

than the contracted demand, payment for the capacity above the contract demand shall

have to be made at the penal rate as specified by the commission for such categories

of customers in the tariff scheduled

It is started with the word, in case of deviation.., the methodology of counting is given

in the regulation when actual energy drawl from PGVCL is more than the scheduled

energy. In that case only, the demand charge should be taken in to consideration as

per tariff order. {F

It is said that the difference between the applicable scheduled open access lo.ad and

actual drawl shall be settled as per formula given. When the scheduled open access

energy is more than the actual energy drawn from PGVCL, the demand from PGVCL
is not to be considered.

Even the 85 o/o demand as per tariff order is also debatable as the demand is to be

considered onty when the actual energy drawl is more than the scheduled energy.

Anyway, as per above explanation, the demand from PGVCL is not to be considered

when the scheduled energy is more than the actual energy drawn from PGVCL.

C regulation No.3 of 2011 is(3) The Statement that the billing is
vague and without any documentary
and we do not agroe with.'the same.

for the sake of statement
done
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r-

GERC Notification 3 of 2011. This

be a reason for not granting the legally

For the purpose we had tried to explain the clarification as per pata (2) above'

(5) The CGRC is not a quasi-judicial authority as per indian electricity Act -2003' It is

only a -.rt unirrfro, u-i.uut. and fast solution of the grievances before it placed

against the CGRF.

* (a) It is said that the order is granted as per guideline from the higher authorities'

In first place, the order should be given in line with related GERC regulation and not based

on the guide lines by any authoritiJs. The guideline is circulated for clarification in line with

Indian Electricity alt-zoor and relateo cgnc regulation/orders. The guide line must not be

in violation to GERC regulations.

In the said order dtd.1l.1l .zotg, it is stated that as per guide line dtd.12.02.2019', the

refund is asked for the period of June-2014 to July-16 after a period of 3 years so the

same cannot be entertained.

Point No (7) of the latest reply dtd. 24.2.2020 says that the word time bar has

wrongly been intcrpreted at tf,is stage. As per reply itself, the base of the CGRC

order is wrong ,o u.ito-atically the CGRC order become null and void.

- Also, in the said guideline it is mentioned that,

,. ulg3 d[?] rtlocu qd ulad ], %[etu[{-?otx dl getu6-?9tl {1 ottttt 6?+4]'t qtaqlql utact

Rqr.s qrd ui lii e *.[ 6a.;gad?sq {lri$ urqil;4?dt gle 8. * sre{t u]qqt{ Srot arfrrour

q6 orie 0. * aiol a*ttr,i uldrutq ?4iq{ir."

In above, guideline it is never mentioned that the refund should not be granted due to

time bar application. In fact the authority has asked the respondent to check the rules

and regulutiotr and give their opinion whether the application is time bar or not.

As explained in the point No. 7 of reply dtd. 24.02.2020 the provision of time bar is

wrongly, interPreted.

b. The GERC (CGm and Ombudsman) regulation notification 2of 20ll is superseded

by GERC (CGi{F and ombudsman) regulation notification2 of 2019 dtd. 30.9.2019.

* Th. CGRi order is dtd.ll.11 .2019. 56, only Regulation of Notification2 of 2019 is

applicable.

c. The corespondence is received as per attachment.

d. As stated above, the

regulation and accordinglY
explanation stated in para 5(b) of reply is against the

the reply is not sustainable.

(a) The reason mentioned in (2) of above

respondent only explained that the respondent

the matter from the regulation 32(3) of the

shortcoming on part of the respondent cannot

due benefit to the aPPlicant.

referred replY dtd.24.02.2020 bY t\
do not find any clarification regarding

^. rJ.C.L'

)"...ir,agat
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e. In case of non clarity on the part of Respondent, the matter should be referred to the

competent authoril! of their company or as per regulation they may file petition in

GERC or whatever course they deemed fit.

But, in no way, the lacuna on the part of respondent can result in denial of our due

refund. This is violation of Consumers fundamental right and natural justice.

6. We had mentioned letter from The Addl. Chief Engineer(R&C) corporate office,

PGVCL, Rajkot No. PGVCL/R&C 111926 dtd. 30.12.2016-

It is not mentioned that what effort is mad to get the letter mentioned above. This is an

official correspondence from the corporate office of the respondent itself and copy

must be available with the corporate office. It is duty of the Respondent to get internal

communication which is very important for the case. Hon. CGRF is requested to get

the copy of the letter as mentioned.

7. As the word tirne bar is wrongly interpreted by the respondent as per the reply

submitted. We think that the matter is now clear as the main reason for rejection of
our refund application is declared as wrong interpretation of the regulation.

8. In the order in case No. 63 of 2018 Hon Ombudsman has granted refund of night

charges to the applicant for the period starting from 2008. The order is granted in year

2018-. Definitely, the matter is not .similar to our application but the part of the Hon.

Ombudsman order, mentioned in our application, is against the stand taken by the

respondent that the refund cannot be granted as the matter is for the period January -

2014 to July- 2016.

9. The calculation can be verified at later stage when in Principle, the respondent is

agreed for the refund.

The respondent had quoted CGRF Rajkot Order in case of tWS. Ravi Techno forge

Pvt. Ltd. V/S PGilfCL and quoted that in case of any difficulty the open access

consumer should approach the Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission.

The GERC can be approached if and only if the interpretation of the regulation is

required or in the case where regulation is challenged. In this case we are neither

challenging the regulation nor asking for interpretation of any regulation. This is a
dispute between a consumer and a distribution licensee regarding not granting of
refund and same cannot be filed before the commission.

Please refer the point No.l (1.1) of the above mentioned CGRF order in case of Ravi

Techno forge. It is mentioned that as per corporate office letter No. 11926 dtd.

30.12.2016, the demand charge should be collected from open access consumer as per

demand used from PGVCL. It is different that the applicant in that case had asked the

actual demand charges and challenged collection of 85 o/o contract demand charge.

In the same Para,Tis mentioned that
is already sent to circle office for
process. 

. 
.;

refund proposal for June - 2013 to
awrour!ffi

April - 2014
per approval

,li'rf-\
i',1' r.c v.c.L.

ill be granted as
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This is the same circular we had mentioned in our application to CGRF

respondent is faile&to get a copy. From above CGRF order it is clear that,

I. The bill should be issued as per corporate office guideline dated 30.12.2016.

II. As per guide line bill should be raised for PGVCL recorded demand only.

III. The dispute is regarding billing demand should be considered as actual demand or
85 % of the contract demand.

IV. The refund proposal for June-20I3 to April-2}I4 is sent to approval by the EE ,

Rural, PGVCL, Rajkot so there is no so called time bar effect on the matter.

IV. Circular No. 11926 dtd.30.12.2016 is available with EE, Rural, PGVCL, Rajkot.

Considering all above mentioned point, the Hon. CGRF is requested to direct the

respondent to refund the difference of charge with applicable interest.
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FORUM'S OBTUNTIO]I AND FINDINGS:

3.1 Complff [//S. ]ladhu Silica Pvt.Ltd is EHT consumer, no 23865, under

HTPI 11rrf having contract demand of 8250 KVA from July 20L9, after

rdecas d 200 l(/A additional load in July 2019.

3.2 Corffiiner iralso Open Access onsumer (OCS) drawing power fron other

entlties in accordance to GERC notification 3 of 2011.

3.3 Complainer being Open Access Consumer (OCS) should be billed as per

regulation 32(3) of GERC Notification. 32(3) of nitification states:

(3) ln case of ileoiation by Opm Access Customq who is also a consutner of ilistribution
licensee, the itffirence befioeen the applicable scheiluleil open access loail anil acfital
ilrawl shallbe accountedBlockwise anil shallbe settled in accordance withthe
following i
o The enerw consumption of iuch cttstomer shallbe recordeil in75 minutes timeblock

o ln case of actual energy drawli, *orc than the scheiluleil enerv drawl but within the

contracted demand, anstomq shallbe liable to pay for such ooer drawl at the
applicable tariffrates as iletqniineilby the Commission time to time.

oln case of actual enerw ilrautl is more than the scheiluled enetw ilrautl anil also
more than the contracteil ilemand, payment for the capacity above the contract
ilemand shalt haoe to be made at the penal rate as specifieil by the Commissionfor
such categories of customers in the tariff scheilule.

o Proaideil that in case of ander drawl as a result of non-aoailability of the
ilistribution system or unscheiluleil load sheililing, the open access customers
shall be compensateil by the ilistribution licensee at the rate of compensation
noffieil by the Commission under stanilaril of petformance regulations for
releaant category of consumers.

Prooiileil that in case of underdrautal as a result of non-aaailability of the
ilistribution system or unscheiluleil loail sheililing, the open access customer shall be

compensated by the ilistribution licensee at the avrerage pourer purchase cost of the
ilistributiont+eensee.
fExplanation - Eor the purpose of this regulation, unscheduleil loail sheililing tneuns'

loail sheililing iluring hours other than the hours for which loail shedding has been

announced by the ilistribution licensee according to the State Distribution Coile.I

3.4 Complainer has represented that Respondent PGVCL had wrongly recovered
' 

demand charges and not billed as per regulations 32(3) from January 20L4 to

July 2016. Respondent recovered maximum demand charges against demand

which was not drawn frorn

regulation 32(3).

of billing in accordance to
|rl
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3.5 In their first reply to Forum, respondent evoked Regulations 2.30(3) of CelC

notification 02 of 2011 and stated that representation is not maintainable

since complainer has represented after three years.

3.6 Respondent informed Forum during hearing that then they have been billing

consumer as per 32(3) of notification 3 of 2O11. Respondent has submitted

the proposal to their higher authotity for the refundable charges to

complainer.

3.7 Complainer has miconcieved provision of regulation 32(3) and issued

wrong bilts f6-m January-14 to July-16.

3.8 Complainer had raised the point of wrong demand charges in their bills

vide his letter dated 1.10.18 to respondent. Complainer has complined

after two years when clause of GERC Notification No 2/20L1 Clause No.

2.30 (3) was inforce. In view of this complainer's request for refund of

difference of revised bill with respect to bill paid by them with interest is

not accepted.

3.9 In view of aforesaid observations, Respondent is directed to work out revise

bill for the period from January-14 to July-16 as per regulation 32(3) and

refund charges to complainer's account within 30 days.

4.0 ORDER.'As per Para 3.9.

: ORDER :

On the base of written,oral representations and documents from both party and

Forum's observations and findings "lt is ordered as per conclusion 3.9.

lf Plaintiff has any grievance against this judgement, then Plaintiff can represent to The

Ombudsman Office, Block No. 3, Polytechnic Compound, Ambavadi, Ahmedabad in 30

effia( B.J. Dave )
lndependent Member

Date : 03.03.2020.

Chiarman, C.G..,F.F,

P.G.V.C.L., Bhavnagar.
Technical
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